Dependence of trp repressor-operator affinity, stoichiometry, and apparent cooperativity on DNA sequence and size.
A series of chemically synthesized trp and mutant operator DNAs was employed to examine trp repressor binding. Although only a single repressor-operator complex was observed for most DNAs as reported previously, varying DNA sequence revealed two retarded complexes with an additional band of faster mobility. The relative intensity of the two retarded bands with varying repressor concentrations suggests that cooperative interactions between dimers may occur in the formation of the predominant repressor-operator complex. Direct stoichiometry measurements demonstrated that a 2:1 stoichiometry (two dimers per operator) is found in the primary repressor-operator complex band and that a 1:1 stoichiometry is observed, when present, for the minor repressor-operator complex band of faster mobility. Similar retardation patterns with a single complex of 2:1 stoichiometry were observed for 40-base pair (bp) trp operators corresponding to TrpEDCBA, aroH, and Trp-PL (a derivative of TrpEDCBA with increased symmetry) operator sequences as well as to hybrid operators containing a half-binding site from TrpEDCBA in conjunction with lac operator sequences, although the apparent affinity for the half-site DNAs was diminished by 10-fold. In contrast, the prominence of the 1:1 dimer-operator complex for Trp-PR, a different derivative of TrpEDCBA with increased symmetry, suggests that sequence context may diminish cooperativity between dimers. The stoichiometry observed was also dependent on the length of TrpEDCBA operator DNA used, shifting from primarily 2:1 for 40- and 33-bp TrpEDCBA DNA to primarily 1:1 for 29-, 26-, and 20-bp TrpEDCBA DNAs. In addition, the stability of the repressor-operator complex to electrophoresis is reduced for DNA lengths of 33, 29, and 26 bp. Based on the binding data and footprinting patterns for two hybrid 40-bp TrpEDCBA/lac half-binding site DNAs, it appears that repressor associates tightly to the specific trp half-site, whereas the nonspecific half of the DNA is more loosely bound. These results suggest that repressor dimer-dimer interaction may be an important feature in the trp repressor-operator interaction.